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letters
••••••••••••••••••••••
To all wierdos:
Northeastern is a school
with very limited resources,
. one of which is parking places.
I boug ht a parking sticker ;
forked out my money, but
unless I come to school at six
o'clock I don't get a parking
place because jokers like you
like to have two parking places
for yourselves.

I understand it's a lot of
trouble to manuver your car
between the two lines, but
please, try! I like to use our
convenien t parking lots too .
All I ask is a space, big
enoug h for a bug!
Love you, too .
Truly yours,
Enza Vicari
Student

~~=---- ~:__..1,,
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Investigates registration lines
ter at advanced registration to
by Maxine Levey
At UNI , the word " registra- pay their bills," he explained.
" If they do not pay on time,
tion" evokes not-so-fond memtheir
classes are cancelled ' to
ories of long waits, closed
avail them to other students
classes, long . waits, confusion,
long waits and frustration. · who register on campus. " .
UNI' s -director of admissions
To facilitate the drop-add
Eric Moch is not unawll,re of
procedure,
numb~rs are passed
this sit uation.
out so students can have an
idea of when t hey'll be served .
" I have a great commitment
Moch wants t he students to
to t he students," stated Moch
earnestly, "to make the pro- ' know t hat t hey do not have to
sit in the room and wait till
cess as easy as possible." He is
their number is called if they
currently reviewing every facet
have to go to class or someof registration in order to
where else. " They will still be
streamline t he whole proceserved if they return after their
dure. For example, an outside
number has been called," he
comput er firm has been l).ired
said. " We want to accommoto re-evaluate our computer
date ·t he students as best we
set-up and make it more
can. "
efficient . Then, simple operaIt was also suggested that
tions such as opting for passall students take advantage of
fail, changing classes, ; and
the advanced registration opgrade report forms can be
tion , so they won 't have to
handled quickly and easily.
bother registering on campus.
Moch noted t hat if some
" I'm here to serve the
misunderst andings on the stustudent s ," emphasized Moch,
dents ' part were cleared up, a
" and ani always open to
few problem s would not occur.
suggestions. " So if you have a
"Certain deadlines are estabcomplaint, or an idea, seek him.
lisheo i 1r students who regisout: After all , he asked for it!

Donations sought for
Honduran disaster victims
The H onduran Society · of
Chicago and the Honduran
General C:onsulate of Chicago
have organized a ·committee to
instigate a relief fund for
victims of t he rece~t hun-icane
in Honduras, Central _America.
Powdered food , medicines
(es p eci ally
ahti -b iotics) ,
clothes, blankets, and money
are needed urgently. Checks
and money orders should be
sent to :

Amalgamated Bank
P.O. Box 800
100 S. State St.
Chicago , Ill. 60690
If money is in cash, please
contact Dr. Rosalyn Ocheronyext . 8222. For any further
information , call 227-0927 or
contact members of the Nort heastern Spanish Club a t the.
Language Lab located at the
end of the A-wing.
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·•VIEWPOINT
•·······························
with George Tafelski

Should Rockefeller be confirmed?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SAL DE BARI : No. Because of his corporate interests and
wealth . His interests are too far removed from those of the
American people. Personall, I don 't like the guy. Anybody who's
that rich has to be doing somet hing illeJ;al.

KIM ANDERSON : Yes. I think he would be a good
Vice-President.

DAVID BELL: I don 't know why not. It's true t hat he's rich ,
bu t it's hard to find anybody who doesn 't have some interests
someplace. His wealt h shouldn 't affect his confirmation.

RANDY GERSTNER : Yes. He won 't steal any money from
· the government .

SHERRY HYMAN : I don 't know enough about Rockefeller to
give an intellingent response.

JOHN VASSOS: No. I 'm prejudiced against rich people. We
shouldn 't have a Vice-President that rich.

SUE MORITZ : Yes. Give him a chance. I don 't think he's all
that bad.

ROSE LESN IAK: Either way it doesn 't make a difference.

·The Staff
.

The Print is the campus
newspaper for Northeaster-if Illinois U niv ersity .
· Published weekly , this
paper is paid for by
student fees and is largely
the work ·of Northeastern
students. Ma terial published herein is not to be
confused with views expressed by the University
administration. Print is
lo<'~t~ in E-214, phone
1050, ext. 459.

E ditor: P at O'Brien
Managing Editor : Paula
Levy
News Editor: J ean Ikezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Wolferman
Sports Editor: P auline Phillips
Business Ma n ager : Rita
Harmata
Photo Editor : Kevin Ramon
Car t o on ists : Margaret
Drewko , Karen Jore,

Ruth Shochet
Staff: Al Albert, Al Bardelas, Jeff Clever , E stera
Hamer, Robert Kosinski,
Ger r i Leffner , Maxin e
Levey, P aul Manda, Anna Maria P ezzetta, Mary
Robandt, George Sawyn,
Miguel Sola , George Tafe ls k i , Robert ·Traha n ,
Doug · Widowski, Nancy
Wilson, Joe Wyrin
Faculty Consultant: Ely M.
Liebow

Want a change in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - American dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

.3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
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Small group protests Marine landing
by Jean Ikezoe

Three days of quiet recruiting by the Marines turned into
a noisy protest march held by
students and veterans at UNI
last Tuesday. Shouting slogans such as " Marines are
tools of Imperialist ·rule, " a .
dozen men and women formed
a picket line in front of the
Marine recruiting table outside
the North Dining Hall.
On· Monday, the Marines
had been allowed to distribute
literature and talk about
recruitment to any interested
students, but on Tuesday
morning things changed.
·
"We don 't intend to let
them recruit anybody ," Bill
Branson, one of the protesters,
stated. "We really think
militant action is the only way
to keep them off campus."
Branso,n , a member of the
VA W (Veterans Against the
War), stated that the protesters would be there "from day
to day if necessary, " to keep
the Marines from recruiting
students. He mentioned that
the protesters were from UNI ,
the " Revolutionary Student
Brigade," and " The Winter
Soldier Organization." " You
let them get away with it, "
Branson continued, " and
they 'll be having CIA recruiting next."
The ·protesters marched and .
shouted slogans, blocking the
corridor in front of the
Marine 's table. The Marines

were forced to move across the
hall to a wider space and the
protesters follow ed them.
" I don't think it 's hurting
our recruiting program ," Lt'.
Leon H enley stated. Lt.
Henley and his partner S/ Sgt.
Lechowicz were from t he
Marine Corps Recruitment and
Officer Selection Branch. "I
t hink they're doing a disservice to the students, blocking
the aisle," Lt. Henley said. He
continued by saying that he
thought " their demonstration
brought us more interest than
we would have gotten had they
not demonstrated. "
"This is the first campus
we've had a problem on," Lt.
Henley noted. He mentioned that they had gone to some
of the larger universities, such
as Western and Northern
where students simply ignored
them and no protesting took .
place.
Lt. Henley, a graduate of
Howard
University
in
Washington D.C. who majored
in Philosophy, stated that he
"expected 1t (demonstrations)
but it doesn ' t make me .
uptight. I can handle it." Lt.
Henley also mentioned " I was
surprised at the number of '
security involved."
Several security guards
came to the site of the
demonstration to . make sure
there were no serious disruptions and mainly to keep the
protesters from blocking the

·corridors where crowds were
gathering to watch the protesters.
J ack H olt, in charge of
security, stated "All we want
them to do is keep the aisle
open." He said that as long as
there was no "physical disturbances , or fights " the
security would not interfere
with the protesters. "They
have the right to protest, "
Holt remarked. He also stated
that he felt the protesters
"weren't students at UNI. "
On Wednesday afternoon
protesters and the Marines
were supposed to have a forum
and debated the subject at
hand. Less than a dozen people
showed up and little was ·
accomplished. The only sting,
ing remark was made by one of
the women who had been
protesting, who said. "We
wouldn't allow Hitler with his
SS and we won't allow the
Marines to come and recruit."
The current recruitment
policy starts out by stating,
"The campus will allow
recruitment by the Armed
Forces, civilian agencies of the
government . . . " With this
policy, Valerie Gallagher, Director of Career Services,
allowed the Marines to set up
their recruitment booth. "I
personally cannot refuse," Ms.
Gallagher stated.
When asked if anyone had
protested the Armed Forces
coming to campus she said

that, "No one directly came to
me with the information they
were protesting. " Ms. Galla-

On Wednesday morning the
Marines were back at their
table outside t he North Dining

VOLUME THEY HAD. NUMBERS THEY DIDN'T. A smal1 group
congregated to give two Marine recruiters a less than productive
stay here. [Photo by Kevin Ramon]
gher also mentioned that she
felt it was " rumor, speculation ," that any of the
protesters were from any of
the more radical groups such
as the SDS.

Hall. The only change was
that right next to them was a
table carrying anti-military
literature that the protesters
had gotten permission to set
up.

Profs combine eHo,ts._ help ·_move Ellis
by Robert J. Kosinski

In what was described as
"an act of faculty' unity'', a
small number of faculty members transferred the papers
.and personal belongings of
Ruth Ellis, professor of psychology, from her_ former offece
to a new · one in the Bfology

Department wing, on Sept. 27.
Ellis, who had originally
opposed any change of office
because she claims that there
was a lack of consultation
involved in the matter, said
that the action by these
faculty members was intended
to instill · " dignity" into a

situation which she referred to
as " an attempt to harass the
_fighters for faculty rights " by
the administration and Psychology Department members,
Robert McFarland and Chairman Vic Dufour. She said that
Dufour and William Lienemann, Vice-President for Ad-

Staffers prove easy pickirigs
for purse thieves
by Pat O'Brien
fourteen dollars. Her purse
A few Northeasterners have
was later recovered-minus the
found there's a high profit, low
valuables--in the third floor
· overhead small business right
men's washroom.
here on campus this fall .
While Ms. Jacobs was disUnfortunately,
the profits
cussing her loss another in~ave come out of the purses · structor in the early childhood
and offices of at least 46
department, Ms. Helen LightNortheastern staff members
stone found the same thing
this year.
had happened to her purse.
Last week Clara Jacobs,
She too, had walked into the
: professor of early childhood secretary's office and upon
education walked out of her returning" only a few minutes
office for a moment to the later, found her purse missing.
department secretary's office.
That handbag, containing $37
When she returned, she found
in cash, checks and credit
someone had run into her cards was never found.$
office and left with- her purse
Campus security officials
containing a diamond ring and reported that there have been

46 purses stolen already this
year, 12 of them in September.
In almost every case, the
purses have been recovered,
but in every case the valuable
items have been missing.
In one of the more dramatic
theft attempts, Sue Nagaki,
secretary to the English department, was coming down
the hall to her office when she
saw a man go into the English
department's lounge. She was
returning to her office to get
some money to go on a ,break,
but when she looked inside her
desk, she found her hAND q
BAG MISSING.
. [cont'd on page 7]

ministrative Affairs, had employed " strong-arm tactics." in
the form of a memo, in order to
get her to leave her office.
When asked if his memo was
employing "strong arm tactics ", Lienemann said ".I think
the memo speaks for itself."
The memo ment ions that
Lienemann found that the
order to move Dr. Ellis had
not been rescinded as of Sept.
23, 1974. Due to that, Lienemann said he set a date, Sept.
27, 10 a.m., as the date for Dr.
Ellis to be moved. "I hope you
will have your materials
packed by that time, " the
memo states and "If they are
not packed arrangements will
be made to have someone
pack them for you with or
without your supervision." ·
Lienemann said he let the
matter continue an extra two
weeks so that Dr. Ellis could
select a date to move at her
convenience. When she did not
do this, Lienemann said he
issued the memo mentioned
above.
Dr. Ellis said that the
voluntary move with the help
of her colleagues, would prevent a polssible "violent con- .
ftontation" and "leave them
(Lienemann, Dufour, and McFarlahd) with egg mi their
faces."

Dr. Randy Hudson, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, said of the action, " It's
in the great American tradition of raising roofs. When a
person wanted a roof on his
barn, he would call the neighhors together and they would
cooperat_e. It's an American
custom."
Hudson said that the move
of Ellis was necessary because
she did not fit in with the plan
to cluster the faculty according
to academic areas and programs. A total of 27 office
assignments were made in the
same manner of which the
majority occ1;1rred without difficulty.
Tom Farr (Poli. Sci.), Chairman of the Academic Freedom
and Faculty Welfare Council,
stated that there was more of
an issue involved than merely
the changing of offices.
"The University Faculty
Senate, as I understand it,"
said Farr, "voted unanimously
that the order to move Dr.
Ellis and Shervanian (Christy
Shervanian,
psychology)
should be rescinded and the ·
administration acted as if that
· was just a memo of information and that they didn't have
to answer to it. If they can
ignore the University Senate,
[cont'd on page 7]
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On Women's question

Students
by Shirley Harris
"The women's movement is
a great hazard."
" It's time women came to
the fore with equal pay.''
"Most men want women to
be ladies at all t imes - wear

Newscaster work together

questions, taking down comments and answers to the
quest ion posed by J orie Lueloff on her noon newscast
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays.
The first question, " How

St~dents collect community views on the Women's Movement for
News Five-News Feed.

dresses ."
The question: Do you think
the women's movement is a
positive contribution to society
in general?
·
This is News Five-News
Feed feeding into the bank of
telephones in the women's
st udy center in the Beehive.
Students enrolled in the new
PIE · co_u rse, " A Television
Dialog with the People, " are
answering phones,
asking

'

can higher education meet
your needs?" was posed by
Ms. Lueloff on the September
18 show following a discussion
between herself and Dr. J ea~
Gillies about the Northeastern
women's study program. It is
planned that each week .{
question tp do with current
issues will be posed with the
feed-back coming to the PIE
students iri the women's study
cent er. Results will be tabula-

ted by the student s and
broadcast by Ms. Lueloff the
following week.
A cooperative venture, this
PIE course is sponsored jointly by Dr. Gillies, coordinator
and consultant for women 's
programs, and NBC-TV; Pl}ilip Walters, producer, and
Jorie Lueloff.
According to Dr. Gillies, the
knowledge gained during th e
survey can be helpful in better
understanding the concerns of
the community and aid in
developing new programs at
the university and its outlying
centers.
Of the 150 calls that resulted
from the firs t quest ion , most
were from wom en inasmuch as
the question was posed primarily to them. Dr. Gillies was
surprised that almost 20 percent of the wome~ indicated
interes t in courses in business,
law, finance, and related areasfor both personal and vocational rea,sons.
One man thought women
should be trained as wives and
mothers. One woman thought
young mothers 4_o not learn
the proper things in college.
Another man thought women_
do not need higher education
at all. Another woman felt that
higher education is not meeting any needs at all.
Although callers were asked
to give their ages as either
over or under 35, there was no
significant difference in the
kind of responses according to
age.
Of the women who indicat ed

Amendments proposed to
curtail fees for awards
by George Tafelski
President Tom Lasser called
the Sept. 30 meeting of the
Student Senate to order at
7:35 PM. Roll was taken and
t he minutes of the last meeting
_were accepted.
The only old business to be
taken care of was the filling of
two vacancies on the Senat e.
One vacant seat runs unt il
February and the other until
the end of October. Vacancies
are normally filled by letting
the runners-up from the previous election assume the
vacated office. If there are no
runners-up, then one of t he
Senators nominates some interested students. The candidate states why lie wants to be
appointed to ,the office. The
Senators present then vote on
the nomination. At t his meet ing, however, the persons nominat ed Were not present. As a
result, t heir nomina t ions were ·
not voted on and t he seats will
remain vacant until t he next
meeting on October 14.
The first item on the new
business agenda was the creation of a committee to publicize and handle the upcoming .
elections. The three Senators

appointed to this committee it, who (of the Senate) wants
were P . Wellbank, V. Moore, to . work on a committee for
C. Cheung and J. Panek.
teacher evaluation and, do
- The second item was the students want it? Senator
presence of police on campus. Newrria19 co~men~ed
that
Two Senators bbjected that faculty evaluation would be
they were harassed by member useless ·unless there are stuof the Chicago Police Dept. dents on the tenure commitPresident Lasser commented tee. Adding to that after the ·
that t he police do have juris- meeting Presiden t Lasser said,
dict ion and are on campus "Right _now only the individual
legally , even though this is · department decide tenure. Nostate property.
body knows t he teacher better
The third item was gradu- t han t he student. "
ation. Members· of the Faculty
President Lasser then disSenat e and the Student Senate tributed possible amendments
are going to meet with Dr. t o -the student fees policy.
Major to discuss · the possi1.) That all clubs and orbility of three small gradu- ganizations receiving student
ations in stead of one huge
fees monies be required to
graduation in J une. With three
submit a lil:!t of all equipment
small graduations , each indibelonging t o that club, purvidual student could get the
chased ~ut of fees monies, to
the studen t senate at the begin
recognit ion he or she deserves
after fo ur years of s tudy at
ing of each trimester.
2. ) That student fee monies _
Norhteastern.
not be allowed for purchase of
The fo urth item was academic evaluat ion. Right now it
award s and prizes.
is ,only in the formulative
Some Senators commented
stages, t hat - is, how the stut hat these would be useless
dents will be questioned about
unless t here was a physical
their instructors and which
check on the equipment and/or
,,sLudents will oe asked to
a yearly audit. The amendparticipate. Senate Hiyama
ments were sen t to the Fees
bro·u ght up two crucial quesand Allocations Committee.
tions : When you get down to

they wanted higher education,
41 percent want ed it for
self-enrichment and 29 percent
wanted vocational training.
Considering 70 percent of the
women responding to the question were over 35, Dr. Gillies
thought it was particularly
interesting that 29 percent
indicated the need for gmdance
and counseling.
Almost half the women

responding were working out side t heir homes either full or
part t ime. Of the remainder,
half were trying to decide
whether to work.
One perhaps embittered man
who claimed to be highly
educated said t hat merely
being alive is an educaLion and
the question posed was meaningless.

Women's conference discussed
at wine brunch
by Anna Maria Pezzetta
Wine, women and .
Women's Studies were on the
agenda as the Women's Studies Program held a wine and
cheese brunch in t he Buffe teria
last week.
"Our extreme challenge,"
Dr. Jean Gillies addressed the
group, "is to aim the goal of
older women entering the
scene for certain general needs.
We ·w ant to try and create a
situation of communication, of
interrelated areas by having a ·
t rue concern and will to
provide help."
They already have two pro- ,.
jects underway. The first, last
Wednesday on Newfeed, channel 5, Jorie Lu eloff hosted an
informal TV survey. The basis
of the survey was to attain the
percentage of w~ en ·35 and
older who would attend school,
but more important their reasons in favor or negative.
Then , in t he process, is the
Fall Conference scheduled for
November 7 and 8. This

Dr. Jean Gillies [Photo by Kevi~ ltamon]

Midwest Conference will pre·
sent ' three fine speakers ;
Germaine Greer, author of The
Female Eunuch, Jorie Luelof( ·
NBC-TV
Newscaster,
Nikki Giovanni, p oet and writer, to the audience of faculty,
deans and administrators.
"Hopefully " ,
J eau_
expressed, " t he outcome will
bring inspiration, confidence
and a realization of the op•
portunities for women of t ommorrow' '.
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-OPEN FOR LUNCH _

HID-DEN COVE
OPEN AT 11 am. daily
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FREE - 1 Pitcher beer with med . pizza
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.FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with lge. pizza
50¢ OFF - any luncheon order
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. Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday
& Thursday, Unescorted Females, 5¢ a [!ri,nk.

LOUNGE-PU B

· 533.8 N. Lincoln Ave.

-784-9638
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by Paula Levy

The fire last time
Seventeen months ago we were li~ing on a kibbutz in Israel.
Five months later the Israelis we had picked grapefruit with were
carrying machine guns, their children were finger-painting in air
raid shelters, and we were back at Northeastern, most of us,
going to classes. I remember sitting in t he lecture hall with the
epic Romance of the Rose propped up in front of me, gazing
- intently at the professor and thinking what pure, unadulterated
shit it all was. Every day I was terrified to look at the newspaper
headlines. It is not a pleasant thing to know that your friends are
in trouble. It is not a pleasant thing to realize that the people·
. who took care of you when you were sick are being shot at.
The following are excerpts from an American 's letter to his
friend in Los Angeles , written shortly after the Yorn Kippur War.
I apologize, J didn't get his permission to use it. But I have never
heard anyone say so much so well.

VA rep cuts red tape
by Robert J. Kosinski
A distraught young man
sheepishly inches his way into
one of the offices at the far end
of the B-wing. He sits down
across from the man that he ·
had come to see and nervously
explains his problem. In a
matter of minutes, the young
man leaves the office, seemingly completely satisfied with
the counsel which he had been
afforded.
That man was only one of an
average of thirty or forty
· veterans per week who have
sought help from Lou Bielakowski, the new veteran's representative at Northeastern.
He is the first person ever to
hold that position on campus.
" My job, primarily, is to
answer education problems, "
explains Bielakowski." What I
can do is, more or less, cut
down on the red tape, because
due to the system, if you call
into the regional office (of the
Veteran's
Administration)
they have to take an inquiry
and it takes them longer to
answer because it has to go
through so many hands."
As a member of the Veteran's Administration (V.A.),
Bielakowski has the authority
to consult the veteran's files at
the VA offices. Therefore, a
procedure which would normally take weeks would be
compacted into a matter of a
few days. James Ross, Coordinator of Veteran's Affairs,
who was previously in charge
_ of VA matters, did not 'have
access to the VA files and as a
result, he was handcuffed in
the solution of such problems,
according to Bielakowski. Ross
will continue to handle veteran
matters as they relate to the
University itself.

******
In September I passed the
one year mark in Israel, yesterday
the one year mark in the army ... The army was a shock to me,
and I've gone to trial already for organizing a strike ... ! am now
awaiting a hearing because I refused to accept the rank of
corporal, given as a gift to us after the war.
The war changed me a hell of a lot. I'm in a tank division and
we fought in Syria under the Hermon. War is everything
everyone ever said it was, maybe worse, because words only go
so far . My tank commander was killed when we were hit by a
bomb from a Syrian tank, and I went up again in another tank.
The Syrians had more tanks than were used in one battle ever in
history, and it took them six hours to conquer the Ramat
HaGolan, and.one bank.of the Kinneret (Sea of Galilee), and that
was it. Tzahal had just called up the reserves and there was no
division at all that was able to stop the Syrians. It was almost
certain that the Galilee was going to be in their hands. Then, for
some reason, they stopped. We think that they thought it was an
Israeli trick, it went too well. They stopped long enough for us to
finally drive them back. ..
.
As for myself? I died as well in this war. Never again do I want
to see bodies thrown on the ground like piles of waste, never
again do I want to see boys gone mad because they found their
friends without limbs. If you can understand the pain, the agony
of a boy alomst twenty years old who has to kill. Half of these
guys have never made love in their lives, and yet war comes very
automatically. You know, I swear to you that on the night of
Yorn Kippur, the first day of the war, I was thinking about how
friends used to ask in~ if I could kill another person. What can I
say? That I killed more men than Al Capone did in his whole life?
That the Boston Strangler ·and Jack t he Ripper are good little
boys next to me?
Bielakowski says that the
Yes, I can kill. The only difference between me and those. biggest problem which conmurderers is t hat I have political jurisdiction, they didn't. Good fronts the estimated 700 to 720
reason? Many think so. Anyway, Israel lives, thousands have veterans on campus is that
died. It 's sort of as if nothing has ever gone wrong, or out of line.
they do not get paid correctly
(m bitter. I sit inside a Syrian village. Syria is like Mexico, the
or on time:
same type villages and living conditions, it's lousy. But we say a
Bielakowski explains, " My
day that is gone doesn't come back.
-major duty here is to make
I'm still me and believe I can still talk to you about all kinds of sure that that guy (the veterthings. The seed of a cause is still the same, we just fight for it in an) gets paid as quickly as
different ways. I'm sorry I didn't write sooner, I'm just looking possible and, if he does have
all the time for some spare time. I love you, and think of all of pay problems, to take care of
you a hell of a lot, I really do.
them as quickly as possible

of his presence in room B-110
and get his money, because
but he is confident that the _
most of these people are
problems of those veterans will
depending upon t hat chec~
eventually come to him.
every month."
His office hours are from
Despite the large amount of
8am to 4pm on Monday,
inquiries that he has recieved
Wednesday, and Friday, and 1
· Since his arrival on August 26,
to 4pm on Tuesday and Thurs! Bielakowski fears that most of ,
day. ",
the veterans are still unaware

Lou Bielakowski's most frequently used tool is a telephone as he
cuts through red· tape at the Veterans Administration for UNI
Vets. [Print photo by Pat O'Brien]

Got a newsy •itern
you'd like to share?
)

Tell it to
.P RINT
REPOR TER
Bob Kosinski·

E-214 or
ca 11 ext~ 459

Some Downtown sun at summers end

. Maxwell Street

by Doug Widowski
Last Sunday Chicagoans
took advantage of the crisp
aut umn weather to get some
culture, or get a deal. At the
First National Bank of Chicago, t housands of art lovers and
just plain curious flocked to
see Marc Chagall's " F our
Seasons " . The 70 foo t long, 10
foot wide, l.o4 foot high mosaic
glistened in the sun giving a
glimpse into Chagall 's interpretation of life, love, and
work in the city. Unveiled
Friday, the mosaic took two
years to make. The 87-year-old
Chagall travelled the world
collecting the various colored
stones used in construction of
the art work.
A Chicago industrialist ,

William Wood Prince, was
responsible for the mosaic as a
memorial to Frederick Henry
Prince, a turn-of-the-century
financier.
W hile some Chicagoans
studied the Chagall triumph
others studied the merchandist)
and the deals on Maxwell
street . The vendors were out in
full force trying to sell jackets,
bathtubs, and everything else.
The smell of Kosher hotdogs,
Polish sausage, and stale root beer added to the atmosphere.
A poor man's · version of
Istanbul , Maxwell street is
unique.
Nate Muskowitz is a vendor
on Maxwell. "On a Sunday
35,000 people come down here
in search of a bargain. ~t ain 't

as busy as it used to be. The
other streets have most of the
business. Say you want to buy
a jacket? I can give you a good
dea."
Nate and hundreds like him ,
are ready to do business. "You
need oil, how about some sox?
You name a price. C'mon man·
how's a watch? You got
money ".
Only a few miles apart,
Chagall 's mosaic and the ·
stands on Maxwell street are
open to the public everyday of
the year. From a French
artist 's rendition of life in the
city to colorful characters on a
street market , Chicago offers a
vista of sights and sounds.
They are close, exciting. and
free. Such a deal
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Ragtime legends come alive with Morath
by Pat O'Brien
They laughed when Max Morath sat
down at the UNI concert grand last
week and they kept on laughing for the
rest of his performance. Morath, a
one-man entertainment show, captures
the essence of the ragtime era and puts
it together on the stage for an evening
of piano, laughs and just plain fun.
Morath 's presentati_o n is the result of
more than 15 years in the ragtime
business including a weekly T.V. series
entitled the "Ragtime Era", in 1960.
He says that it all began when he
started playing the old sheet music he
' found in t he piano bench at home.
The show revolved around the
ragtime music, but it's a lot more. In
coming to grips with the nostalgia
movement, Morath draws us from our
1970's seats to the era of one-man
shows , bustling saloons and much of
the other things we associate with the
"good old days." He never allows us to
forget where we 're at now though.
' 'Take away the stereo, the fast cars,
the Big Mac, and what d 'ya got?"
Morath challenges the audience. "Well ..

you've got cold houses, mud and warm
beer."
" Beer by the bucket, horseless
carriages . . . all by those new electric
lights. " And never mind the scratchiness on that Victrola--"It's like being
there," goes the banter that subtly
traces the developing times that led to
the ragtime years.
"Morath says that ragtime was the
music of the cities when a lot of
country boys came to town and
brought it with them. And no one ever
quite forgets the corny jokes and soft
shoe routines t hat pack ed the
thousands into candle-lit shows and
created subject matter for Late Late
Show James Cagney movies.
" I once has a friend named Bloomer
when I was young ~ horn the boys
nicknamed "Lacey", Morat h begins.
" Things were bad for Charlie Bloomer
in those days." He tells that Charlie
later grew to be six foot ten. " Then
went back to calling him Charlie
Bloomer Sir! " And as the audience
rolls Morath begins telling about
bloomers themselves and " Did 'you
know that women got the vote just in

Before finishing, he does a routine of
time to vote in prohibitioh?"
And songs grew up , along with the - George M. Cohan, the Yankee -Doodle
Dandy of ragtime music and stage.
bootlegging legends to poke fun at
"All we really know is we 're born, we
what the 18th amendment had done to
live
awhile--and then we die," Cohan
the United States. But all was not lost
said. " Young for a day and then old
for inebriation. Morath tells us that the
and gray." And Morath fits the part so
corner drug store replaced the saloon
well it's hard to imagine that he hadn't
and the spirits there were just as
learned his craft from those before him.
potent as those from behind the bar.
Or perhaps he did .
. As the performer hammers out one
old tune after another he keeps up the
"f know this act was billed as
momentum of the show by stopping,
one-man, but I want you people to
commenting and continuing playing all
know there were a lot of great people
in one smooth operation. His intermit- here to help ·me tonight," Morath
tent smiles at the keyboard are another
nostalgically finishes. " And a lot of
indication that he might be enjoying
those (the ragtime musicians) are just
the show as much as the crowd. ·
legends now."
Morath kiddingly says he always
Morath combines his affection with
wanted to do a two-man act and he
the past with show business skills.
challenges· his one-man billing with
After the performance, in a coffee and
"Morath and--Edison." He teams up
cake session sponsored by the CCAB ,
with his antique gramophone (since
Morath said he does more than 150 .
spiced up with modern recording
shows a year at colleges, night clubs
innards) to do two way jokes, songs
and other places.
·
and more soft shoe.
As far as affection for the past goes,
"Hey Max," 'Edison begins', "did
Morath is very clear where he would
you ever hear of the girl who was so
rather be, "The past is great place to
prudish she wouldn 't even look at a
visit, but who'd want to live there? "
man with her ·naked ·eye?"

Stan Kenton group

~near flawless'
by. George Sawyn
Friday, September 27, the
Stan Kenton Big Band played
a concert at Northeastern's
Auditorium. The band was
very tight, very young , and
played some very exciting
music. The show started off
with the quiet "My funny
Valentine," which turned out
to be the oldest thing played .
all night. Everything else
fitted in with Stan's policy of
playing today's music. The
· band moved into a powerful
rendition of " Inner Crisis" by
Larry Willis of Blood, Sweat,
and Tears. This piece was,
perhaps,
representative of.
most of the rest, so I will'.
describe it in some detail.
The reed and brass sections
were near-flawless. I say
near-flawless" because there
were things that one wouldn't
expect to hear out of a
professional group . However,
we can say that the band
might have been tired as a
result of having recorded all
day, which was part of what
t hey were doing in Chicago.
This tune exhibited an alto
saxophonist, one of the
group's very skilled soloists.
The bassist and d rummer were
absolut ely
flawless,
and
worked together very solidly. I
exclude Stari from t he rhythm
section, because he did very
little playing at all. Which
brings up one of t he more
aggravating things about the
night.
I mentioned the alto player.
H e, and all the band's soloists
who took extended solos, did a
phenomenal job. They got into
their solos, got excited, and
got the audience excited.
Amidst all this , here is a piano
player, not comping, not dir-

A HAND FOR STAN KENTON. The famed jazz performer
gestures t o a UNI audience last Friday night. [Print photo by
Kevin Ramon]

ecting, barely even tapping his
mechanically, and appearing
foot, leaning on the piano and somewhat disinterested, as if it
smiling at the audience. Stan were just a job.
does a great job of putting the
Although it was, as I say,
band together, but somehow, I
aggravating, it really didn't
don't think he adds much to a reduce my enjoyment of the
live performance.
music. Certainly, the rest of
This alone would not have the crowd loved it, and I
been so distracting. However,
suppose that if that happens ,
as the night went on, I noticed · you can't really complain.
that many of the other members were acting the same way
. . . playing their parts very

a

•
uni

• corn
by Pa~ricia Wexler &John Gold

We'd Rather Have The Plague!
Upon arrival our first day of the Fall Trimester, we began to
feel certain changes .in our bodies we could not account for.
Immediately at the end of our last class, we went to our doctor to
see if he could prescribe something to stop the pain. After a very
thorough examination of both of us, he came to the diagnosis
that the problem was a severe case of congestion- not organic,
but traffic.
He immediately suggested we drop all classes and head for a
two-week cruise off of Miami. Being impossible, we chose his
latter suggestion of a chair and whip, used three times daily,
when getting from the B-Wing to t he Science Building. That
worked for about a day , but our locker was just too small to store
the chair in-between classes- so we had to f~rsake that.
·
Being fed up with the mass of squeezing, sweaty , pimply rush
through the halls, we suggested to the school that they install a
traffic light at all exits leading to and from the Science Building.
Since there haven't been any traffic lights installed as of yet,
and since there are some tight squeezes leaving the "B" Wing,
we have gone ahead on our own and scotchguarded our clothes
with Clearisil (if you get the point).
The congestion has been running rampant through the Science
Building halls, as well as the A and B Wings, and all the way to
the King Bee himself, President Mullen. In fact, we spoke with
him just the other day ·and he told us that the plans for the
commuter center have been cancelled. Due t o the increase in
students falling like B 's, the building is being changed to the
UNI Hospital and Pizza Parlor Complex. Chad Everett has been
contacted and the next segment of Medical Center will deal withe
the disease of the week; "Northeastern Infectious U nicornia."
Until the new complex is completed, starting Wednesday, a
free clinic will be opened to all students meeting outside Ye Old
Sweet Shoppe. The staff will be handing out pamphlets on how to
spot Unicornia. (Not to be confused with las t years epidemic of
Buffeteria.)
· Note: The possibility of a change in ,the location of tlie free
chnic might come about so we will not further compound the
diseases with an increased "Break Out. "
In conclusion , it's not that we feel disgusted or displeased
with the recent situation; but we are upset with the ever present
spiral notebook hook-ons, the heel step-outs of our shoes, t he
stepping on our already out-of-style cuffed pants, and the
frequent b a ited breathes of fellow students.
We c~n only add that, if you are not one of the lucky ones who
arrive to school before 8: 15 A.M., you may never have the
opportunity to park your car in one of the '3' official, student
parking lots. We could leave you with a phrase of " Good Luck
Fellow Student" or something less encouraging as , "Buy A Small
Car And Pray Alot," but we feel that we are good enough friends
to divulge what we have found as our personal solution to the
parling problem: But Your Cemetery Plots Now and Use Your
Gravesite as a Resting Place for Your Car While in Class.
P.S. Remember: Dog Patrolled After 5 P.M.
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Your musical WZRD beams at you

Mike Brown adjusts the controls at the mighty WZRD console. Brown has a show
mornings on Tuesday and Thursday. [Print photo by Bob Trahan]
by Anna Maria Pezzetta ·
In 1971, a group of radio freaks
assembled and began to create a unique
idea. Then in May of 1972, from their
secluded laboratory in the back o( the
Auditorium, they first transmitted on
AM as WRNE. This was only the
beginning," according to Ken Davis, the
present faculty advisor.
In October of 1973, they presented a
formal petition to the government and
after massive paperwork, succeeded to
acquire the last available FM
frequency on the north side. Prior to
them obtaining 88.3 FM, it had been
granted to Loyola University in 1972,
but • due to some strange difficulty,
Loyola had to forfeit the license. So on
March 15, 1974, t he Northeasterners
received a construction license. Entirely on their own, they then proceeded to
set up t pe tower. WRNE continued to
.act as a current carrier station through
May 25, 1974 when at 5:25 , that
Saturday morning, it's magic was

zapped into FM for the first time.
A college in Maine had chosen
WRNE as their call letters approximately the ·same day as the tower was
being constructed, therefore the
sorcerers met, wove their minds
together and evolved the birth of
WZRD. At 6 am o; July 8, 1974,
WZRD materialized on FM, frequency
88.3
WZRD is now broadcasting Monday
through Friday, from 6 am until 10 pm,
and on Saturday and Sunday from 9
am until 10 pm. The group says its
objectives for the future are, , "to
gradually increase the broadcasting
· time to 24-hours a day, seven days a
week, primarily by extending the
weekend shows."
.
But the Wizard needs help in order
to expand. "People who have interests
in developing a news and public affairs
department and news library are in
demand. We are now in the process of
building a production studio, but a

.

shortage of .creative expression is hours and their shows lost substance.
impending and this is the vital " Then as it graduated to FM, they
backbone of WZRD ,'; says WZRD aimed at climbing out of the phony ·
General Station Manager, Carolyn super jock image, and getting into the
communicator.' '
Grisko. "We are requesting any non-commercialized
feedback from the community, perhaps Carolyn says, "WZRD is trying to
through suggestions concerning poetry expose their listeners to different fo~ms
readings, politics, musical groups or of news and hopefully teach them to
general info. We need more community enjoy it, to nourish theii minds instead
involvement. The station was created of tuning out. And the staff, by gaining
as a gift to the people, an original tool experience through continual practice
and entertainment." ~ The underlying with news, will raise the quality of the
factor , she said, is " to be as station, " she added. Thereafter ,
experimental as possible, by aiming maintaining WZRD as the ideal of an
honest' and legitimate access media.
communication toward_ the listeners."
The people of the staff either at
Ken added, " most stations do not
realize that the radio frequency belongs' present attend UNI , or have previously
to the population, not t he radio, graduated from here. " The main
therefore few stations act in the public required qualities to be staff material
interest. The air waves are for the are to have great interest in the work
people, and listeners have as much and a willing ability to put in a great
amount of time, " according to Carolyn.
right to listen, as to be heard."
The station has recently received
From t his unanamous belief at
WZRD, "the station is musically the many albums- from record companies,
which have sent them in order to
best in Chicago now, although far from
the goal which is to try and impress promote their records. But the better
music for a vehicle of thoughts, •~ said part of the music is from their own
personal collection. ''The incoming
Carolyn.
On September 14, 1974, the station · albums lack quality due to originality, ''
broadcasted Free Form Saturday. the stated Tom Irvine, Music Director.
"The stations are missing local talent.
show parodied the mishandling of the
radio audience by the stations. The Lacking from the sounds of _today are
formats successfully formed a picture the unique characteristics of the good ,
of how some stations attempt to shun unlabeled groups. WZRD can give
the public from the reality of today's . these bands a chance to be heard. They
can give anyone the opportunity to be
news. "WZRD is instead trying to
heard," he said. The magical Wizard's
recondition attitudes by ·creeping news
existence
is not only to cast out music,
into the show and making it interesting
but instead to reel in hones t
to the listeners, " Carolyn stated.
communication.
"Programming not just music, but
It may work, and yet it may fail, but
encouraging j ock s to use s p ecial
wi t h such enthusiasm, failure is
productions through original ideas,
unlikely. The entire situation is centering in on their own type of music
beautiful," said Davis, " because the
relating to their mood, personality but
hopefully soon planning from univer- - station is so totally independent that it
need no t be ap ologetic for its '
sity ideas," beyond t he talking box on
frankness . However , retain a feeling of
the wall.
pride for not requiring to exercise
" In the days of WRNE , the station
_publicity, unlike other radio stations."
acted merely as a giant juke box,"
WZRD was crea ted for the listener
claims Dean Rutter, WZRD Editorial
who desires some honesty in exchange
Board. The disc jocks went on for
for thriving commercialism.

Move Ellis (cont'd from page 3)
you know what they will
probably do with the Student
Senate or some other body. "
Ellis additionally charged
Dufour with wrongfully using
students for the purpose of
moving materials out of the
professor's offices. She said
that one such student, Bill
Sheehan, was waiting with the
maintenance people outside of
her office in the event that a
forced move became necessary.
Sheehan, an employee of the
psychology department, says
that he had been asked by
Dufour and Hudson to make

himself availabie to Ellis only
if she would request his assistance for the packing or moving
of her materials.
" I think that the whole
thing is real foolish." adds
Sheehan, "People with Ph.D.'s
running around, getting uptight about a childish thing
like an office, and it actually
doesn't matter who's right inthis case. It's just a stup~d
issue when there are so many
more important working issues
and they pick on something
trivial. It's a waste of good
talent and good energy. "

.
by Jean Ikezoe
The first days sessions begin
What do Sherlock Holmes,
at 1pm on Thursday, October
exotic dancers, Star Trek, and
10. They include the following
Lenny Bruce have in common?
major topics: "Heroes In
These are just a few of the
Popular Culture, " "The Blues,
topics to be presented at the
Chicago Style , " " Sherlock
Second Annual Conference of
Holmes In Popular Culture:
the Midwest Polular Culture
The Baker Street Irregulars, "
Association to .be held at UNI
" Media and the Counter
nest week.
Culture," "Popular Culture:
· "Popular Culture" is the
What Does_ It All Mean?
study of popular "art" which
Where Is It Going?,"
appeals to the masses of
Topics during the second
people. It examines the values
days conference, which begins
and at titudes of the times.
at 9am, are : "Dimensions In
UNI professor Dr. J . Fred
Science Fiction," " Contempoman described him as being
MacDonald, Vice President of r ary T hemes In Popular
about five foo t seven inches
the association, stated that
Culture,"
" Shamanism :
tall and (lark complected. J ack
this is "the first conference of Images and F unctions In
Holt ," camp11s sb..:urity officer,
this size and scope to be held
American Society," " Varieties
said he feels there is more than
at UNI. " Ee described the of Popular Culture Inquiry ,"
one per{lon involved.
conference as a " pioneering
" Regionism and Popular CulAccording to Holt, most of
effect" in the field of popular ' ture," " W h o Cares Who
the purse and other thefts
culture. Representatives in
'Kidnapped ' Elizabeth Canhave occurred in offices--mostthis field from all over the
ning? I Do! ," " Toward A
ly in the Classroom Building-- • midwest will be attending and
· Theory of Popular Culture, "
and that most involved the
g1vmg lectures - during the
"Themes of the 60 's and 70's. "
belongings of faculty and staff . three day conference. AlDuring the final day of the
members. He cautions that ' . though there is a $3 registraconference, on Saturday, Ocwomen should take care not to
tion fee, MacDonald pointed tober 12, at 8:30, the topics
leave their purses unnatended
out that students should feel will be :Innovative Research
and if possible, lock them up
free to attend sessions that In Popular Culture," "The
while working.
interest them.
Detective In Film," "Popular

Puise theft (cont'd. from page 3)
Ms. N agaki dicided that
the man whom she had seen
entering the lounge might
have something to do wit h the
purse being missing and went,
together with other faculty
members, to the closed lounge
door. The man inside wouldn't
let them open the door. When
he did open it, .he made a dash
for the stairs, dropping the
stolen purse in the process. He
was not caught.
A few of the ·victims have
said they could probably identify the man if they saw him.
A w ague description of the

Pop Culture show opens. O~t. 10
Culture In Historical Perspective," "The Variety of Children's Literature," "Film As
Popular Culture," '" Three Di- ·
rectors of the America n
Musical Berkeley, Minelli ,
Fosse," " Popular Literature, "
"Television News : In Front
and Behind the Scenes, " and
"Ethnicity In Popular · Cuture. "
,
Registration will begin on
Thursday, October 10 at 1pm
in the lounge of t he A Wing.
More information and the
times for Friday and Saturday
registration can be obtained
t hen.

f
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Le Gourmet'
- A loOk at nearby eateries
.
Chow mein runs amuck in subgum salon
By Tom Wolferman
COMMENTING CONNOISSEURS: RITA HARMATA* .
GEORGE
TAFELSKI*.
KAREN JORE
The Century Dictionary, an
encyclopedic lexicon of the
English language, describes a
"tea garden" as a place "of
fashionable resort in England
in the eighteenth century."
Compare that rather sophisticated reference to the Tong
Tea Garden menu, which describes the very same place as

the sacred tea garden has been
smeared by American decadence.
Our second in a series of
in-depth eating expeditions
brought us to the infamous
Tong's Tea Garden, where we
soon discovered that ·there is
something about Bryn Mawr
A venue that . prevents any
restaurant from becoming a
''fashionable resort.''
To;;g's, located at 3411 Bryn
Mawr, boasts of the finest
Cantonese and American Cui.:. .

way they're chopped.
The Tong menu is a truly
bombarding piece of paper,
and unless you know your
noodles, it is adviseable ·not to
stray from the simpler dishes.
The egg strain soup is hardly a
novel switch from Lipton's but
it is a definite strain on your
exotic anticipation. Tong's
Chop ' Suey ($1.50 with beverage & dessert) is acceptable,
and although it shelters the
entire plate, its celery tends to
be a bit brittle at times,

'
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"an air conditioned dining
sine. And although subgum,
room with complete carry-out · won ton, and 'chow mein
service." · The inevitable concertainly run amuck, the only
clusion will be that, alas, even
thing "fine" about them is the

I

I

I

I

making tea a welcome sight.
The fried rice ($1.80 with
beverage & dessert) is rather
boring (Rice-A-Roni has as

RATING SYSTEM:
[Our evaluations are based on
the Culinary Fork System of
Excellence]:
0 Prongs: A Crisco Crypt
1 Prong: Bring on the Bromo
2 Prongs: Beats a TV Dinner
3 Prongs: Not hard to swallow
4 '.Prongs: Julia Child Seal of
Approval!

much zip), and there is little
·distinction between the beef
and chicken flavors . The premeal buns, however, are fresh
and pudgy, just about as tasty
and delectable a signt as the
Pillsbury Dough Boy himself.
We decided the meager dessert
- an almond cookie - is a
unanimous toss-up between a
graham cracker and a Keebler
oatmeal.
Tong's atmosphere is heavy
on plant and aquatic life.
There are enough lusli fems
and tropical fish at one end of
the parlor to make you momentarily believe you are at
the Shedd Aquarium. Yet, the
vegetation is healthy and the
guppies seem happy, so the
pet shopp'iJ effect is more of an
asset than anything else. The
wood-paneling, the· oriental
artwork, and the hanging lanterns all combine to make
Tong's a very pleasant dining
event. And when things get
.dull, you can always count the
goldfish.
Contrary ,to expectations,
. there are no geisha girls

TONG'S TEA GARDEN RA- .
TING: 2·1/2 Prongs
dishing out food to your every
whim, but we did come upon a
friendly waitress named Marcia who was very sympathetic
with our cautious, and often
verbal , eating experimenta-_
tions . Lunch at Tong's demands a good hour, not
•because the service is snailish,
but because Chinese dining
should not be rushed. With the
innumerable combinations of
rice, meats, and vegetables,
Tong's is not the kind of place
you "grab a bite to eat" at.
No tea garden party can
come to a proper finish without the traditional cracking of
fortune cookies. Tong's fortune
cookies alarmingly do not
crunch, and in order to be
swallowed, one must work
them over like a wad of
Bazooka. This is forgiveable,
however, since the fortunes
themselves are most accurate.
I yanked one out which read:
"You are honest, straight, and
true. " I only hope the owner of
Tong's Tea Garden appreciates
these qualities when he stumbles upon this review.

Theatre Workshop

, Emphasizes physical side of drama

Robert Hesler [Photo by Paul Manda].

after which, Hesler says,
· "Students say they feel good,
. by Mary Robandt
feel ready to act and rehearse."
His speech is very soft;
Drama's beginnings are physiwords tumbling out in a rush
cal and symbolic rather than
to get everything across in a
literary; What you see in the
hurry, or halting, as he frowns
theatre; movement, mannerand looks around, as though
isms, interaction, gestures, is
exactly the right word is
primary even today. The
hidden somewhere under the
successful actor, Hesler emthe piles of paper on his desk. . phasizes, "must first (before a
Just a shimmer of intensity
script is attempted) learn to be
glances off his calm face -- · capable of sustained action,
Suddenly, he leaps up,
intense concentration; to get a
straddles two chairs which roll
sense of the dramatic, a sense
precariously, and demands,
of crisis and get it going in a
"how does this make you
play. "
feel?" He descends, grimacing,
Theatre Workshop emphaand groans loudly, "Let me go,
sizes the physical part of
Electra! !" Dick Hesler isn't
acting, but by no means is the
coming unglued -- he's just
literary neglected. Stuqents in
illustraiting the acting techniAllen Bates' Drama Group
que of UNI's Theatre Workparticipate in the Workshop as
shop, where how actors use
well as other students. For
their bodies and how they feel
them, the English Departis the basis for believable
ment's sponsorship of the
acting. ·
Drama Group emphasizes the
Theatre Workshop has been
reading, criticizing, and writconducted since October 1973.
ing of dramas. Workshop
Last trimester Hesler and his ' actors (some professional as .
students developed approaches
well as student) cooperate by .
to intensify awareness. Central
performing · scripts these
to .this goal is a "warmup
students create. Actors and
exercise," a deceptively simple
would-be playwrights examine
name for a demanding process,
the work's potentials as it

comes alive on stage, and
everybody has t he chance to
improve his/ her craft.
Other student s and the
public have the opportunity to
see the group at work, in the
"recital-demonstration" given
each year. Last year the
Workshop presented Albee's
Zoo Story and parts of Electra.
Both plays were well-suited to
the technique. With minimal
props and terse dialogue, the
actors brought the extreme
tension and violence of the
plays to their audience. This
December 13 and 14, the
Workshop will present another
' 'recital demonstration,''
including the challenging
warmup, excerpts from established works , and of course,
student works from the Drama
Group.
Theatre Workshop is open
to everyoIJ.e, but Hesler asks
that interested people attend
soon, while it's still getting
started. From 7:30 to 10:00
,Tuesdays and Thursdays,
committed students of acting
will be working hard to perfect
their craft and bring more
exciting, believable theatre to
UNI and Chicago.

r
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'The Dove' tailspins
by Steve Novak
Are you one of those people
who walks into t he middle of a
movie and even after seeing
the whole thing leaves the
theater with a dull empty
feeling? If you are, then a word
of caution about "The Dove".
No matter when you· go in and
see it you will leave with a dull
empty feeling.
To be perfectly honest, the
movie has a number of very
, good points, but somehow
they are overshadbwed by a
tremendous number of melodramatic ones.
"The Dove" is a cross
between a very poor narrative
and a very good documentary.
It is the true story of Robin
Lee Graham (Joseph Bottoms)
and his attempt to sail alone ·
across the world. Graham

Flamenco dancer comes to Aud.
Libby Komaiko Fleming,
Ms. Fleming recently gave
dancer , accompanied by
a concert of Spanish dance at
Dorothy R. Komaiko, painist,
Roosevelt University in memowill
present
SPANISH
rial to her life time teacher and
DANCE IN CONCERT in the
friend, the late Elisa Stigler.
auditorium of Northeastern
Her dance · credits include:
Illinois University Tuesday
former dancer with the Jose:
Oct. 8, 1974 at 1:00 p .m. and
Greco Spanish Dance Co.,
Wednesday Oct. 9, 1974 at
study and work with Lola
8: 00 p.m.
Montes and Luis Alaverez,
This lecture-concert is an .appearances with the National
original presentation of auBallet of- Canada, television
thentic dances of the great
p r ese nta tions of Spanish
masters and music of comDance as well as choreograpp.y
posers such as Isaac Albeniz
and teac hing credits. Ms.
and Enrique Granados. The · Fleming, who teaches Spanish ·
prog r am fe a tures the ex dance, ballet , tap and jazz
citement of Spanish Dance;
dance and gives lecture-demonfrom the liveliest folk dance to
s t ra t ions throughout , t he
the proud classical dances t o
Chicago area ,
be offering a
the most fiery and exciting
Spanish Dance Class at u rn's
. flamenco.
Mini University this month.

1

being the spoiled snob that he
is, drops out of high school
and gets his rich daddy (John
McLiam) to buy him the
23-foot boat so he can live out
his fantasy.
After setting out, he encounters beautiful Patti Ratteree (Deborah Raffin), who is
another spoiled snob, and they
have a beautiful Hollywoodtype romance filled with all the
stomach-turning cliches.
Then there is Charles Huntley (Dabney Coleman), from
World Travel magazine. Hunt·
ley seems to be a peeping tom
and when he found that
wouldn' t pay he became an
unyielding reporter. He follows
Graham around like a faithful
puppy with his camera clicking
furiously away. His role was
ove_rplayed, but it got the

Mill Run hosts Dionne

will

There 1s a difference!!!
MCAT 5-3-75 TE o
LSAT
12-7-74
DAT
1-11 - . 75
s T AT ATOS ■ 1-25-74
.NAT'L ■ DS. 6-75
E
s .OIIE - 12-14-74

. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... . ...
* Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Cl asses

* Excellent Test Preparation
* Volumi nous Homework Mate riai
* Limited Class Size
* Taped Lessons for Rev iew or Missed Classes
* Course Materia l Constantly Updated
* Instru ctors Experienced in You r Test

Five nights of romantic love · October 9th through Sunday,
ballads intertwined with dy- · October 13th.
namic, high-energy songs are , Since her triumphant recordin store for Mill Run Theatre · 1ing of " Don't Make Me Over",
audiences when Dionne w ·ar- Dionne W arwicke has become
wicke and Eddie Kendricks internationally recognized as a
share the spotlight at the highly gifted vocal artist.
Niles-based
theatre-in-the- - Wherever ·
she
appears
. r<?~nd_at 8:30 on We.dnesday, - throµghout the World, Dionne

the commuter cente r

IBOOK NOOl(]

Most courses begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - REGISTER EARLY

.. . . . .. . . .... . .... . . . ..... .. . . . . . ... ..
STA NL EY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONA L CE NTER
2050 W. Devon, Chicago
(312) 764-5151

for

IN MADISON
(608) 238-4489

SUP PL IES
student teaching aids

O.R CA L L CHI. CO L L.

TERM PAPER BINDING
u

•

point across.
However, it is not my policy
to totally destroy a movie
without pointing to some good
things in it. The good things in
this movie can be put in one
word,
photography .
Sven
Nykvast,
a
photographic
genius on his own right,
proves just that throughout
the picture, with dazzling
scenes from some of the places
the real Graham visited. As a
matter of fact, you are sometimes so awe-struck by , the
scenery that you lose the flow
of the picttire (which might be
better, anyhow).
Lacking a true star, or much
of a script, it appears to me
that Paramount is trying to
use producer Gregory Peck's name to pull people into an
otherwise mediocre film .

UN I jackets - T-shirts - sweats hirts
mon - thurs: 8:15 - 4:45 fri: 8:15 - 3: 45

constantly receives requests to
sing her all-time hits: "Walk
On By, " " I Say A Little Prayer," " Theme from Valley of
the Dolls" , and "Do You
Know the Way to San Jose".
In addition t o appearing on virtualiy every major _ TV variety show, _ she
has had her own special,
entitled ".The Dionne Warwicke Chevy Special ". Currently, Dionne has teamed up
wit h the Spinners for their new
joint recording of " Then Came
You ", which is headed for the
Top Ten.
.Fore more than a decade,
Eddie Kendricks was lead
tenor with the Temptations. A
founder-member of the group,
Eddie was featured on the
Temptations ' recordings of
" J ust My Imagination", " My
Girl " , Cloud Nine", and " Ball of Confusion". As a solo artist,
Eddie has had two million
selling hits : " Keep On Truckin ' " and "Boogie Down
Baby ".
Showtimes are on W edri.esday and Thursday at 8:30 pm.
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
pm. and 10 : 30 pm. and on
Sunday at 5 pm. To obtain
· tickets, please contact Ticket. ron or the Mill Run Box Office.

.

ACADEMIC _
RESEARCH
, 'LIBRARY
T hou sands· of Top ics
$ 2. 75 per page
Send fo r your up-t o-dat e,
176-page, mai l order cat alog
of 5500 topics. ' Enclose
· $1 .00 to cover postage ( 1-2
day s delivery ti me ).

519 GLENRO CK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES r.A, QOn?.1
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Our staoding challenge: taste and compare ,the good
·old-time flavor of Pabst_with any other beer. Once you
taste Blue Ribbon quality, you'll never go back to the
beer you ·were drinking. Take our challenge. We know
Blue Ribbon will come out the winner, every time.

Pabst. Since 1844. The quality has always come through.
© Copyright, 1974. PABST BREWING COMPANY Mil waukee. Wis., Peoria Heights, 111. , Newark, N.J. , Los Angel es , Calif., Pabst, Georgia .
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announeements
THE ANNOUNCEMENTS COLUMN is not intended to
replace the bulletin boards that are scat tered throughou t the
school and are open to t he posting of just abou t any thing by
anyone. Rather we are devoting this space wit hin each issue to
the posting of announcements by various groups t hat we feel are
providing a service to those they reach . We will not post any
announcement wit hin a box, border or other t ype of editorial ·
device to draw atten tion to it. Boxed in areas are considered paid
advertisemen ts and will be billed as such.
ALL ELEMENTARY EDUCATIONSTUDENTSshould attend an important informational meeting on Tuesday, October 8,
1974 in t heClassroomAuditorium, Room 1-1001,atl:00 p .m . The
disc~ssion will include assignment of advisers (every stude1:1t
must have an adviser ), areas of concentration (essential in
E lementary Education program), opportunities provided in
Tea cher Education Centers - Bilingual , Co s mopolitan ,
Suburban, and West Side F ederation , field and laboratory
. experiences, recen t and an t icipated departmental program
changes, t ransfer students, and distribution of· Guidebooks for
students in Elementary E ducation .
All faculty members in t he Departmen t of E lement ary E du~ation
will be present to answer pertinent questions regarding your
status in t he professio nal education sequence.

ANY EARLY CHILDHOOS EDUCATION ·major who 1s m
, their senior year and completed all requiremen ts and wishes to
apply for 63-315 Practiu m, Methods with pre-practice, must
attend one of t he following meetings: Tuesday - October 15, a t
3:.00 p. m. S-102, WednPsday - October 16, at 2:00 p.m. 2-071.
No applications will be accepted for January 1975 Practium after
October 16.
•

- I

CORRE CTION TO PASS FAIL!!!!! Regardless of what you
might have read, the pass / fail option may· be excercised by
completing the appropriate form s in the Record Office during t he
week of November 4 t hrough November 8, 1974 only .

MUSICIANS and talent of all kinds are needed fo r a concert
t his fall. If you are interes ted please contact Dr. Gangware, office
M-116, E xt. 566.

Found - 1 set of car and house
keys from 1974 Plymouth
Duster KG 1364. Con tact and
ident ify , 274-8452.

Jobs
TYPIST WANTED.
Will pay 40c per page, but
copy mus t be near perfect. Can
provide a reliable person with
regular t yping assignments at
the above rate. Do not require
editorial assistance. Call Pat,
274-2440.
Help Wanted: General Office,
full time ; North side locatior...
Please call M s. Sue Janusz at
539-9000 bet ween 8: 30am and
5:00pm.
United Parcel Service part
time jobs - 3 to 5 hours a
day, 5 days a week $5.25 per
hour. Apply at 2525 Shermer
Rd. , Northbrook , Ill. Many
openings.

'

For Sa-l e

FOR SALE
Lost: Gold aut omatic " Cross" · 68 F ord Galaxie Au tomatic
pencil, Sept. 26, Call 256-5394. · PB / PS/ VS 42,000 miles $700
or best offer
6 Kittens and a befriended 967-6814 after 5
mother cat - free to a good
. home. Please call 763-9049, For Sale- Kustom Bass AMP
after 5: 00pm.
with covers, 2 bottoms and
head, 4-1 5 sprs. 200 Watts.
Haley Mills,
$425.00 966-5597, after 6:30
You crafty lit tle Pollyanna pm.
you ! Get the cobbler to mend
your shoes-and come up and F OR SALE □
see me sometimes !
1. 24" THAI Flute $3. 00
T.W.
2. African Jice Harp $3.00
3. Men's 26" 3-speed . Needs
LOST : Red Spiral " Chicago gear-shift cable : $18.00
Circle " not ebook , possibly out- Call P aul : 478-1909
side library . If found contact
Paulene x671.
1968 Ford Fairlane 500 new 4
year battery new clutch and
Room available to student in related parts recent brakes return for supervising a 7 yr. runds fine $325 .. . . 847-7915
old boy between t he hours 0£ 3
and 5:30 pm., Mon-Fri. Male Brand New fr'gn language
or female , reliable. Call Daina portable typewriters. E lec. &
Merrick, 8:00-4 :30 pm. at Man. F act. gar. Keyboards :
MI 2-6969 or 275-2378 after International , Span/Eng, He5 :30 pm .
brew, Polish, Russian, F rench
many more. Pete Ev's &
Happy 20th Birt hday, Leib- Wk'nd s 271 -7296
chen!
Rita Fantastic Buys! For sale at

Perso..lals
tl

• .,..

Come and get your Yearbook
on October 8 all day in fron t of
the North Dining Hall.
Thank you,
Any interested student in
joining t he film committee on
t he Commuter Center Activity
Board please contact either
Robin Trilling or F elicia Shapiro in room E205Nn above
the North Dining Hall or call
extension 376.

- ------ -- -- ·
Found : Roosevelt H.S. classring '72. (Mike ) found in
washroom , 2nd fllor floor of
t he classroom bldg. Come to
E-214.

T his is t he hardest page I've
had to lay-out yet! !!

special reduced prices; 8mm
Super 8 brand new, color,
X-rated filsm , including uncut ,
beep . . .. Also flicks of every
taste and variety. Ask for
Steve every Tuesday and Thur
day during • Activity Hour
(1-2), meet outside Print office
for Arrangements .

J.
B OOK DONATIONS .. . . The Office of Community Service is
sponsoring a Book-a-Thon during t he mon th of October to fill t he
lib raries of the Residen tial Schools. T he group requests t hat.
faculty students and staff participate in t he drive for books t hat.
will benefi t many underprivileged boys and girls . The drive will
t ake place in B-114, next to the University Counseling Cen ter.
SPANISH CLUB Welcomes New Faculty Members - On
Tuesday, October 10 at 1 p .m. in room 2-094, the UNI Spanish
Club will welcome four new members to t he faculty. They are: Sr .
, Alberto Guardiola Mata, Srta. Lisa Baldonado, Sr. Rodolfo
Vilaro, and Sr. Jose Lopez. Please_ feel free to attend.

WOMEN! The Chicago Women 's Liberation Union will be _
offering a number of informative and interesting classes starting
on October 14. Courses range from the story of the early
feminists to life and politics in the P eople's Republic of China .
For more information on these and other programs contact E ileen
Willenberg, 363-6800 or Margaret H ughes, 427-9151.

·3340 W. Lawrence
HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. ,
Fridays
_Saturday.s
Sundays
. Deliveries start 11 :00 A.M.

10:30 AM.-· 1 :00 A.M.
10:30 A.M. - 2 :00 A.M .d
11 :~.A.M. - 2:00 A.M . · .·
4:00 P.M ~ - 1:00 A.M ./ ~
daily (except Sunday)

l .'

o/-··.

ROBERTO CLE MENTE - The UNI Spanish Club will present
a film on the highlights of his career on Tuesday, October 8
during t he activity hour, l :00 p.m. in room 2-094.
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER invites you to a
splash party! It will be free, and it will be on Saturday, October ·
12. Meet at the Center, two blocks from school, 5450 Kimball at
6:30 P.M. For info call 583-6109.

H A VE YOU just returned from Israel? Or, are you planning to
go there in the ne~r fu t ure? If you fit into either of the above
categories, · plan to attend a recep tion-party at t he Bernard ,
Horwich Center on October 27 from 7 p .m. - 10 p .m. If interested ,
call F I6-6700, ext. 42L

463-6686 i
THE TUESDAY N IGHT FILM on October 8,1974 will be The
Magic Christian starring Peter Sellers and Ringo Stan. The film is free to all UNI students and will be shown in the Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.

pf Z

PHONES: -'

PHONES:

.463-6686·
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.Eagles assess season while taking week off

by Miquel Sola
The Eagles (2-1) are in good shape
and ready to face Illinois Benedictine
next Saturday October 12. Illinois
Benedictine lost last week at their
home field by Wayne State, 34-28,
making their seasons record 1-1-2.
Now I would like · to take this
opportunity to point out each
individual on t his fine Eagle squad,
who has outscored their opponents in
the last 2 games by a score of 65-0, and .
carries a 2-1 record into this big game.
On offense we have 3 strong QB 's
Jerry Ollchweir, a sophomore out of
. Schurz, Lou Aloma (Amundsen) and
Bob Perlowsky (Taft ) who are both
fres hmen. At the running back position
the E agles are led by their all-time
leading rusher Tommy Robinson (Orr)
who is a senior. He is followed by
freshmen Bobby "Chinaman" Falk
(Loyola), L.C. Roberson (Farragut) ,
Eddie Wilson (Orr) and Bob Vanoer
(Fenwick).
On the receiving end we are led by
Jr. College All-American Pat Goduto,
(Sr , Wright J.C) and Steve Lee (Jr.
Niles North) both are tight ends,
giving u s great depth at that position.
At the wingback position we have
Doug J ohnson (Fr, Orr) and Richie
Brown (Jr , Wright J.C ). Rich also does
the holding for field goals and extra
points.
The wide receivers are Willie Davis

"IF THEY'D JUST ONCE GIVE ME THE BALL." Ed Wilson waits patiently
for a kickoff to come back to the ground during a recent scrimmage in the
athletic field. [Photo by Pat O'Brie~J

(Fr, Amundsen), Mike Guihan (Soph,
Senn), and Bill Simonet, a freshman
product from Minnesota. The offensive
line is a good one, and it consist of Cliff
Wagner (Sr, Sullivan), Jeff Mortensen
(Soph, Kelvyn P ark ), Eddie Padilla
(Fr, Gordon Tech) and Howard Nodell
(Jr, Circle) at the guard spots. They are
followed by Joe Sorgani (Jr, St. Pat's)
and Mark Frapolly (Fr, Gordon Tech),
both offensive tackles. Tom Kline (Fr,
Schurz) handles the center duties.
The defense has not yielded even one
point in the last 8 quarters and here is
the reason why. At defensive backs we
have James Archer (Fr, Orr), Rino
Liberatore (Jr, Gordon Tech), Jesse
Estrada (Jr, Tuley), Jeff Johnson ·
(Soph, Niles East) who is also our
punter, Steve Clark (Soph, Gordon
Tech), Sam Mauro (Soph, Gordon
Tech) and Dean E lippas (Soph ,
Mather). The linebacking _chores are
handled by Mike Ranos (Sr, Wright
J.C), Danny Cocco (jr, Austin), Frank
Banek (Fr, Taft), Mark Orlik (Fr,
Schurz) and Allen Brown (Fr, orr ). The
· defensive line is headed by Bemis
Lester (Jr , Orr), John Klus (Fr, Taft) ·
who is also our kicker, Rich Michniak
(Soph), Rich Podkowa (Fr, Gordon
Tech), Barry Hall (Fr, Farragut ) and
Joe Zdzieblrn (Fr, St. Pat's).
So there you have t hem, probably
the best team that the Northeasters ;
has ever had in its short history.

High scores mean.bottom listings for UNI runners
4-mile race, covering the tough
by Al Albert
A pair of triangular meets, ' Judson course in 22 :30. Al
'
last week, marked
the end of ·' Albert, No.r theasterns first finthe opening month of the 1974 isher was 8th in 23: 58. Other
Cross Country season . In these Golden Eagle finishers were
meets , Northeastern 's runners Don Orzeske 9th in ~4 :09, Bob
met hard times , and the . Jost 13th in 25:08, Pat Dundefeats and frustrations con- ning 14th in 25 : 10, Dennis
Xanos 15th in 25: 14, Mike
tinued to mount . ·
Disaster struck firs t on Ilczynszyn 18th in 27: 44 and
Wednesday September 25 at Ellis Casie 20th in 28:05.
On Saturday, September 28,
J udson College. The final score
of t he triangular meet was the E agles traveled to Wash- Trinity College 26, J udson ington Park on 55th St. , to
College 40, and Northeastern compete against the Univer59. Steve Sward of Trinity was sity of Chicago and Concordia
· the individual winner of the College. There was a threat of

rain that day, and the sky was
dark and gloomy. Unfortunatley for the Eagles the results
were the same, as the final ·
score read - University of
Chicago 24, Concordia 45, and
Northeastern 63. The Maroons
dominated the race capturing
the first 3 places in the 4-miler.
Finishing places and times for
Northeastern were: Albert 5th
in 22 :10, Xanos 9th in 22:17,
Dunning
14th in 22:58, .
Orzeske 17th in 23: 18, Ilczyn- ·
szyn 18th in 26:01, and Casie
21st in 28 :17.
Northeastern coach
Bill

Westwood couldn 't be pleased
with his teams poor showings,
but he had a positive attitude ·
for things ahead. The first year
coach, commenting on the
outlook, said, "The two meets
really weren't important, and
the fact that Jost was not able
to run last Saturday, had t o
hurt u s psychologically. Right
now the emphasis is on improvement, and if ~veryone
l stays healthy we hope to reach
· our peak at th e big invitational
and chanpionship meets in
October."
The E agles ran into numer-- .
-

ours problems throughout the
first month of t he season,
· losing 3 triangular meets and
finishing 10th in a is team
invitational. Naturally bet ter
things have to be expected for .
October, and the E agles will
•try to build a winning attitude
·on Saturday, October 5, when
they compete in t he Spartan '
Invitational at Aurora College.
Following the Aurora meet on
the schedule are the Judson
College "Homecoming" meet
on Octobe~ 12, and the big
N AIA District 20 Championship on October 19.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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lntramurals
Club last Monday. They were
18-hole course were J ohn LanRuth Rozdilsky. The riext first quarter 5-4. It was still :
•

•

:
:

.
_
I t 's mtramural time agam.
: If you missed out on the mixed
: doubles tennis intramurals, or
: didn 't qualify for the womens
ii volleyball intramurals because
: of certain physical features :~ another
intramural ·sport has
.
~ Just been announced ... touch
: football. Anyone still in«t
t d m
. Jommg
. . .
it eres e
a. team
it
« should contact Mr. Schimpf as
soon as possible. Any quesit r
b t
1
th·
• 10ns a OU rues or any mg
« else could also be answered .by
it .
it him. Sorry but no varsity
it f
d
it ootball players are allowe to
it 1
• th
Th
P ay m e games.
e games
•n t t
• •
« wi s ar as soon as you Jorn.
ii .

!

there along with 15 other
teams.
The team consists of mostly
freshmen who are fairly unexperienced. Even without the
experience the Eagles managed to t ake 3rd place with a
total
, of 427 points, losing only
to Lewis University, 416
points, who took 1st place, and
Purdue Calumet who came m
.
2nd with 420 points.

assa with 85, Rick Edwards
and Bob Volt! both finishing
with 91's.
The Golf team • will be.
traveling to Park Side, Wisconsin tomorrow.

TY/o
W i men's V-ball
The Women 's Intercollegiate
Volleyball Team started off the
season stro ng by beating

The Physical Sid
_e•

by Pauline Philipps

!

ii
ii
ii

Golf

:
:
Northeastern's Golf team
•attended t he fall Golf Confert ence at Silver Lake Country

The top finisher of the meet · Carthage College 15-11, 15-8,
was from Purdue-Calumet who
15-6. Playing for the "B" team
scored 77. The low scorers on · · were Joyce P etscheldt, Mary
our team were J im Koenig and
McGinley, Darlene Shappee,
Dean Banta both with 79. The
Donna Sukolowski, Marylou
others Eagles who finished the . Staton, Dodo Kaspar and

home game is M?nday, Octoher 7, at 7 pm agamst De Paul.
This one of the few home
games, so why not come and
watch.

Water polo
Northeastern 's Water Polo
team played t heir first home
1ast F n"d ay mg
. h t agamst
.
Um-.
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
By
staying
tough
throughout the game the Golden Eagles defeated Milwaukee
15-12.
Even though Milwaukee had
the advantage of having an
All-American on their team
our t earn proved b ett er. Th e
game started quickly with
Milwaukee getting the first
goal wit hin t he first minutes of
t he game. But Northeastern
was on top at the end of the

early _b u t Bob Delaney didn't :
want 1t to be a close game. He :
aimed in the majority of our 6' ••
goals in the second quarter. :
The team held back Milwaukee :
t hat quarter and the score was :
11-6 at halftime.
ii
I n' th e th ir
" d quarter M"l
:
i wau- ii
.
ii
t:e starte~ _movi~~ arount:
to •catc ~
th ee competition
E ag1es. Thtne
~
ree mmutes
ii
b f
th
d f th
th ii
e ore e en o
e ~ame e :
score was 13-12. W hile· there «
was alot of ressure on our it
J" C p
.
d ii
team, rm arney st111 staye ii
d
d h 2 f" 1 ii
1
coo an score t e
ma •
' h ma d e th e ii
pressure goal s wh1c
it
•
h
ii
game a sure wm. T ose goa1s ii
gave Carney a total of 6 goal ii
ii
to his credit.
ii
ii

Tomorrow
Northeastern:
plays 2 games. The firs t one. :
being at 10 :00 against Michi- ii
gan . ·
:

. ....... . .........................................................................................................................................................

